1. Introduction. In the absence of stress constraints, a large bo been developed that facilitates the numerical solution of structural d multiphase solid structures. References to the literature and overview be found in [1] , [6] , [8] , [16] , and [29] . In addition to designing for st it is also of central importance to control the stress inside structura from composite materials. Regions of large stresses are most likely exhibit failure during service. The objective of this work is to identify th problem for stress constrained design.
We consider structural elements made from N linearly elastic mater tensors Ai, A2, A3, . . . , A#. The structural domain is a bounded se Lipschitz continuous boundary. A generic point in Ū is denoted by x. occupy the N subsets fîi, . . . , ííjv where fži U U • • • U ííjv = ÍL A of component elasticity tensors is specified by the array A = (Ai, A2, local elasticity tensor C(A, x) is piecewise constant and takes the val in the îth material. Denoting the indicator function of the ¿th mat elasticity tensor is written C(A, x) = X¿(x) Here 'i = 1 m the ¿t zero outside. The design space consists of all partitions of fž into Le subsets íi¿, i = 1,2,..., iV, occupied by the different materials subjec constraints mea s(íí¿) < 7 Here J^¿7¿ > meas(íí) and the vector of res is written 7 = (71, 72, , 7 n)- The stress at each point in the composite a is given by th cr(x) = C(A, x)e(u(x)). (1.2) Here e(u) is the strain tensor given by 6(u)ů' = (ui,j "F uj,i)/2i (1) (2) (3) where Ui is the ¿th component of displacement u and Uij is i jth coordinate direction. The equilibrium equation ( The design criterion is a fu type of structural design crite of the structure given by F desired target displacement are continuous with respect given here are not restricted any design criteria that is co [5] . The objective of the desi configurations subject to con is given by the sup-norm of Il M Hoc = ess sup |<t(x)|, (1.5) where ļcrļ = y/a : a. We introduce the prototypical design proble P°° = inf F( u), (1.6) Configurations, meas(fži)<7i subject to
IIMHoo<tf, (1.7) where u is a solution of the equa a preset tolerance. We point out th In order to characterize the stress constrained G closure, one is obliged to compu the stress constraints (1.10) for G converging sequences of tensors. The difficulty ste from the fact that the limit of the stress constraints is not given by the stress constrain applied to the weak limit. This is due to the lack of continuity that can be expressed follows. Local formulas for the derivatives of G limits and a local representation theorem. In this section, local formulas for the derivatives of G limits are provided as well as a local representation theorem for derivatives of G limits. In order to define derivatives of G limits, we introduce the neighborhood AT (A) of the array A of component elasticity tensors. Arrays in this neighborhood are denoted by P = (Pi, P2, • • . , Pjv). The neighborhood is chosen such that all tensors P¿ in the array satisfy the constraint 0 < A < P¿ < A. The associated set of local elasticity tensors C(P, x) = YIíLi X¿(X)P¿ for P in Af(A) for which fQ Xidx < 7 ť is denoted by C ( A, 7) . The G convergence is given in the following definition [21] . This property is established for the case of symmetric co nonsymmetric case, see [21] ; see also [28] for elliptic systems the elasticity tensor viewed as a function of P on Af( A).
Property 2.2. Given a sequence (C^Pjx)}^, then ther {Cn'(P, x)}£?=1 and an effective elasticity function C£(P,x) s G converges to C£(P, x) for every P in Af( A).
This property follows directly from [29] .
In order to define local formulas for derivatives of G limit of configurations with elastic properties {Cn(P, x)}^Ļļ that G C^(P,x) for every P in AT (A). Fix a cube Q(x, r) of side l point x in Ū. For r sufficiently small, Q(x, r) is contained w strain ē applied to the cube, the local oscillatory response fu where w^'r is the Wķ2(Q(x., r), R3) solution of -div(Cn(A, y)(e(w^'r(y)) + e)) = 0, for y in Q(x, r The local formula (2.8) for the G limit is known; see [27] and [32] . In fact, formula This follows directly from Remarks 13, 17, and 18 of [27] . The formulas (2.5) and for the derivatives of the effective elastic tensor are semi-explicit in that they are in terms of sequences of solutions to local problems. These formulas hold for gen oscillations and are obtained without any hypotheses on the sequence of configurat They provide the extension of the concept of periodic localization put forth in [32] to th derivatives of G limits.
We present a local representation of th Jn^(x)^x -suppose that for every x in ÍŽ that the measura is a limit of tensors of the form (2.14) and that the array of measu ÖC(A, x)) takes values in the closure of S$(x) (A), then there {C^PjX)}^^ C C( A, 7) such that {Cn(P, x)}^! G converges to in J'f{A). From this one deduces that
SCe :e = Sß lim lim (l/|Q(x,r)|) Í MiXi(e(wjlV) + ē) : (e(w"'r) + t)dy + 0(6 ß r-+0 n->00 J Q(x5r) (2.25) and (2.5) follows. The measurability of dCE(A, x)/óM¿ is assured as it is a pointwise limit of measurable functions and Theorem 2.1 follows.
Proof of Theorem Consider a sequence of configurations with elastic proper-
ties {Cn(P, x)}^L_1 in C( A, 7) that G converge to the effective tensor CE(P,x) for every P in Af( A) and with characteristic functions {x?}^Li converging to in L°° weak *. To conclude the proof we show that, for sufficiently large indices j, we can slightly modify Xi° so that its modification x¡3 satisfies
for every j greater than some J and # is in w£2(Q(x,r);R3), and C^(P,rjZ) = *?' (r,-a)Pi.
Since ^ x™-7 (r7z)dz -► #¿(0), it is evident that we can introduce modifications X*3(rjz) for which for every j > J. An application of the higher integrability result of Meyers and Elcrat [18] together with Holder's inequality shows that the convergence given by (2.40) is sufficient to guarantee the strong L2(Q(0, 1); R3x3) convergence of the difference e(0|) -e((ļ)ļ) and (C(A, x), dC(A, x) ) G Sö(x)(A), it fo function C(P,x) is defined for all P in Af Q( 0, 1) indexed by x and denoted by C(P,x)ē:ē= f C0(P,y,x)(e( ) Here w is the Wķ2(Q{ 0, 1), R3) solution of -div(C0(A,y,x)(e(w(y)) + ē)) = 0 (2.43) for any constant strain ē. In order to establish the theorem for this to show that there exists a sequence in {Cn(P, x)}^! C C( A, 7) tha C(P, x) for all P in A) . Repeated application of Lusin's theorem to differentiability of C(P, x) with respect to P in J'f( A) delivers the a C(P, x) and 6i(x) by piecewise constant functions of the form Cfe,n(P, x)=£ xn*C0(P, x/n, x*). (2.47)
From the local property of G convergence [27] and from the theory of periodic homogenization [3] , it is evident that {C 'n(P, x)}^ļ G converges to C (P, x) for every P in Af( A). Since the topology of G convergence is metrizable [8] , [25] , an application of the triangle inequality provides a diagonal sequence {Ckj,nj (P, x)}^ that G converges to C(P, x) for every P in Af( A) and the theorem follows for the case when (C(A,x),9C(A,x)) takes values in 5^(X)(A).
Next given a set of functions i = 1, . . . , N and C(P, x), satisfying the hypothesis of In this section, a homogenization theorem is presented for quadratic functions of a weakly converging sequence of stresses associated with a G convergent sequence of elasticity tensors. This result is used to obtain L°° estimates for the weak L2 limit of the sequence.
In what follows it is assumed that the sequence {Cn(P, x)}^ G converges to C^QP, x) for every P in Af(A). Here the sequence of stresses satisfy an = Cn(A, x)£(un), where un is the Wg'2(iî, R3) solution of -div(Cn(A, x)6(un)) = f . (3.1)
The weak limit of the stresses aM is given in terms of the Wj' -divtC^A, x)e(uM)) = f , (3.2) and aM = C£7(A,x)e(uM).
We begin by considering the limits of quadratic functions of sequen converging stress tensors. Given any symmetric fourth order tensor n a p(x) in C°°(i 2), then the following homogenization result holds: The error between the weakly converging sequences {un}^L1 and the sequen global corrector functions {w71'5}^! can be controlled uniformly with respect to Indeed, application of Cauchy's inequality gives a constant Co independent of n a The G closure of Ad°°{K, A, 7) is defined to for which there exist sequences {Cn(P,x)}^=1 for every P in Af( A) with the associated s * to 0i. This set is denoted by QAd°°{K, As it stands, the definition of the stress cons constraints on G convergent sequences of contr ization of QAdL(K, A, 7) can be found and is g homogenized quantities. For the set QAd°°(K , A of homogenized quantities.
In order to characterize QAdL(K, A, 7) we begin with the set C(A,7) given by all controls C(P, x) = P¿X¿(X) E m
•W(A), fQ Xidx < 7 i. Next we consider the unconstrained G closure of C( A, 7) G converging to C(P, x) for every P in Af(A) with the associated sequences {x?}^Li converging in L°° weak * to 0i. This set is denoted by QC( A, 7). The set HL(K, A, 7) is defined to be all C(P, x) in £/C(A,7) for which the associated stress is given by a = C(A, The first feature of the homogenized design problem is that the infimum HPL is attained by a function in HL(K, A, 7), i.e., As before, one can use the explicit set of controls provided by the to identify nearly optimal configurations for stress constrained probl the homogenized design problem HP00 = inf F( u). (4.29) ?ť 00 (AT, A, 7) The first feature of the homogenized design attained by a function in H°° ( K, A, 7) , i.e., ,7) is constructed. This sequence will be used to establish Theorems 4.6 and 4.7.
To construct this sequence, consider a minimizing sequence (CE'n(P,x)}^=1 for HP00. The associated set of elastic displacements for the sequence {Cß,n(A,x)}^=1 is denoted by {un}^=1 and HP°° = lin^-«, F( un).
For each n there exists a sequence of elasticity tensors {Cn'fc(P,x)}^:1 in C(P, 7) such that Cn,fc(P,x), G converges to C£'n(P,x) for every P in J'f( A). The associated displacements un,fe in Wq'2(íí;R3) satisfy the state equation A countable dense subset {pe}¿Li oí the set of nonnegative differentiate functions continuous on the closure of the structural domain is introduced. Given n, put Sn = {pe}¿=i', then there exists an index kn for which I pt'<Jn'kn'2dx. < K2 i pe{ 1 + l/n)dx, for every p¿ in Sn (4.49) Jo, Jū |F(un'fcn) _ F(un)| < l/n, (4.50) where un'fcn is the W01,2(íí;R3) solution of -div(Cn'fc-(A,x)6(un'fc-)) = f (4.51) and <jn'fcn = Cn,fcn(A,x)e(un,/Cn). Passing to a subsequence if necessary and ap to the fundamental property of G convergence given in Sec. 2, there exists a f C£(P,x) in C(A, x) for which {Cn'fc»(P,x)}£°=1, G converges to C*(P,x) (4.52 Thus by density of {pe}eLii it is evident that Cß(P,x) is in H°°(K9 A, 7). Theorem 4.6 follows from the continuity of F(-) and (4.50).
To establish Theorem 4.7, one considers the design problems PM given by (4.33). It is first shown that PM < HP°°. Consider the configuration minimizing sequence {(Cn»fcn(P)X)}~=1. It is evident that given the index M, one has that for all n > M, 
